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Abstract
Substantial marine, terrestrial, and atmospheric changes have occurred over the Greenland region
during the last century. Several studies have documented record-levels of Greenland Ice Sheet
(GrIS) summer melt extent during the 2000s and 2010s, but relatively little work has been carried
out to assess regional climatic changes in other seasons. Here, we focus on the less studied coldseason (i.e., autumn and winter) climate, tracing the long-term (1873–2013) variability of
Greenland’s air temperatures through analyses of coastal observations and model-derived outlet
glacier series and their linkages with North Atlantic sea ice, sea surface temperature (SST), and
atmospheric circulation indices. Through a statistical framework, large amounts of west and south
Greenland temperature variance (up to r2~50%) can be explained by the seasonallycontemporaneous combination of the Greenland Blocking Index (GBI) and the North Atlantic
Oscillation (NAO; hereafter the combination of GBI and NAO is termed GBI). Lagged and
concomitant regional sea-ice concentration (SIC) and the Atlantic Multidecadal Oscillation
(AMO) seasonal indices account for small amounts of residual air temperature variance (r2<~10%)
relative to the GBI.

The correlations between GBI and cold-season temperatures are

predominantly positive and statistically-significant through time, while regional SIC conditions
emerge as a significant covariate from the mid-20th century through the conclusion of the study
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period. The inclusion of the cold-season Pacific Decadal Oscillation (PDO) in multivariate
analyses bolsters the air temperature variance explained by the North Atlantic regional predictors,
suggesting the remote, background climate state is important to long-term Greenland temperature
variability. These findings imply that large-scale tropospheric circulation has a strong control on
surface temperature over Greenland through dynamic and thermodynamic impacts and stress the
importance of understanding the evolving two-way linkages between the North Atlantic marine
and atmospheric environment in order to more accurately predict Greenland seasonal climate
variability and change through the 21st century.
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1. Introduction
The North Atlantic has warmed over the last century with striking recent changes observed
in its (sub)Arctic sector including GrIS melt extremes, loss of sea ice, cooling of the SSTs in the
subpolar gyre, and persistent atmospheric circulation regimes (e.g., Straneo and Heimbach, 2013;
Rahmstorf et al., 2015; Robson et al., 2018). Climate change impacts on the GrIS have received
special attention due to the ice sheet’s rapid response to atmospheric dynamical changes and
warming, particularly since the 1980s (Tedesco et al., 2016; Mouginot et al., 2019; Hanna et al.,
2020a; Shepherd et al., 2020). For example, outlet glacier retreat in southeast, central-west, and
northwest Greenland more than tripled from 1992–2010 (Carr et al., 2017), while surface
meltwater runoff over the last three decades has increased by nearly 40% (van den Broeke et al.,
2017). During this period, warming-induced Greenland ice losses were enhanced by more
frequent high-pressure blocking over the ice sheet associated with increases in the GBI (Hanna et
al., 2016; van den Broeke et al., 2017; Pattyn et al., 2018; Noël et al., 2019).
At the intersection of Greenland glaciological and climatic research, connections have been
drawn between observational/instrumental records, such as those spanning the 18th century to
present that are curated by the Danish Meteorological Institute (DMI; Cappelen, 2020), and GrIS
surface climate and processes.

This has included the development and interpretation of

statistically-downscaled (e.g., Box et al., 2009; Hanna et al., 2011) and regional climate model
(e.g., Lenaerts et al., 2019; Mouginot et al., 2019) reconstructions of surface air temperature and
ice sheet mass balance. Within this context, patterns and fluctuations in the coastal observations
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can provide proxies for the ice sheet’s seasonal climate and mass changes as well as response
indicators to regional and global forcing.
Coastal Greenland air temperature analyses have largely centered on either identifying
trends, often with emphasis on the summer melt season, or placing the recent multidecadal
warming pattern in historical context, such as against the early 20th century warm period (Hanna
et al., 2012; Mernild et al., 2014; Abermann et al., 2017, Hanna et al., 2020b). Much less attention
has been paid to Greenland’s autumn and winter temperature variability and identifying linkages
and driving factors between the multidecadal temperature patterns and contemporaneous and
lagged North Atlantic boundary (i.e., sea ice and SST) and atmospheric conditions. However,
Hanna et al. (2013) analyzed links between Greenland weather station surface air temperatures and
atmospheric and oceanic circulation indices for summer, finding some significant but spatially and
temporally variable statistical associations between the air temperatures and the AMO, NAO, and
GBI.
Greenland outlet glacier changes have also been linked to summer air temperature
variability (Bevan et al., 2012; Khan et al., 2014; Carr et al., 2017) with limited consideration of
the roles of autumn and winter temperatures. However, previous work has demonstrated that outlet
glacier velocities increase gradually during winter, as the subglacial hydrological system
repressures (Nienow et al., 2017). Furthermore, summers with high melt rates can lead to lower
ice velocities in the subsequent winter: high summer melt causes the basal hydrology of the glacier
to evolve into an efficient system earlier in the melt season and once this occurs, the impact of
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additional meltwater inputs on ice velocities is more limited (Sole et al., 2013; Tedstone et al.
2013; 2015). Thus, ice velocities may be slower during warmer summers, due to the related drop
in winter velocities. This highlights the importance of monitoring glacier change during the winter
and assessing its relationship to both winter conditions and those in the previous summer. The
seasonal formation of ice mélange (a temporary ice tongue made of icebergs held together by sea
ice) at the front of ocean-terminating outlet glaciers is also thought to impact their discharge and
frontal position: if the mélange forms earlier in the year, it may suppress calving and reduce
terminus retreat, whereas later mélange formation allows for longer periods of high calving rates,
facilitating glacier retreat (e.g., Sohn et al., 1998; Amundson et al., 2010; Carr et al., 2013; Moon
et al., 2015). Finally, water can be stored both subglacially (Chu et al., 2016) and in firn aquifers
over winter, with the latter being a potentially important, but often overlooked, component of
Greenland’s water and energy budget (Forster et al., 2014). Thus, limited evidence to date suggests
that autumn and winter temperatures may influence snow cold content and glacier response to
climate, but this has not been widely investigated.
Here we use a statistical framework to evaluate Greenland’s long-term, cold-season (i.e.,
autumn and winter) coastal air temperature variability. We include model-derived, downscaled
surface air temperatures for outlet glaciers proximate to these coastal sites in our analyses and
compare the land versus glacial air temperature response to a common set of North Atlantic sea
ice, SST, and atmospheric variables. We additionally compare the autumn and winter temperature
series with frontal position data for selected outlet glaciers. To supplement these analyses, we test
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a hypothesis, previously evaluated at the summer and annual timescales (e.g., Ding et al., 2014,
2019; Bonan and Blanchard-Wrigglesworth, 2020), that tropical/North Pacific teleconnections
influence the North Atlantic ocean-atmosphere forcing of Greenland autumn and winter
temperature variability.
2. Data and Methods
2.1 Analysis Periods and Seasonal Delineations
Analyses of Greenland coastal/glacial surface air temperatures from the standard twometer (T2m) distance above the ground/ice surface are conducted for autumn (October–December;
OND/au) and winter (January–March; JFM/wi) seasons. These seasonal definitions coincide with
local changes and feedbacks involving the marine environment, namely following rapid sea ice
formation and advance during OND and slower expansion and thickening in JFM as per marginal
sea ice extent seasonal cycles (e.g., Peng and Meier, 2018). We note that the marginal seas in
OND and JFM tend to not completely freeze over and exhibit some interannual variability,
especially in regions overlapping the southern sea ice margin (Table S1).
Statistical analyses begin at the onset of the T2m observational records (1873, 1890, or
1895; Table 1) and conclude in 2013, which marks the final year of the Walsh et al (2015, 2017)
sea ice dataset (described in Section 2.2). Oceanic and atmospheric predictor time series are
selected, in part, because their records temporally overlap with the T2m data. Temperature
analyses are conducted contemporaneously (lag-0) and also consider lagged associations over the
prior two seasons (i.e., lag-1, lag-2).
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2.2 Description of Air Temperature and Ocean-Ice-Atmosphere Indices
Monthly T2m time series, comprised of manual and automated observations, from five
coastal locations, Upernavik (UPE; 04211), Ilulissat (ILU; 04221), Nuuk (NUK; 04250),
Narsarsuaq/Ivittuut (NAR; 04270/34262), and Tasiilaq (TAS; 04360) were obtained from the
Danish Meteorological Institute (DMI; Cappelen, 2014) (Table 1). These datasets have undergone
homogeneity testing and have been corrected against neighboring stations where appropriate
resulting in T2m uncertainties of ~0.1°C (Cappelen, 2014).

While some monthly coastal

temperatures date back to 1784, we use only the more systematic set of long-term observations
beginning in either 1873, 1890, or 1895. The records are >99% complete and missing months are
filled using linear regression. The average of the five aforementioned station records also comprise
the Composite Greenland Temperature 3 series that begins in 1895 (CGT3; Hanna et al., 2012).
Proximate to the DMI observations, monthly T2m series are reconstructed for five glaciers:
Sermeq/Upernavik Isstrøm (SMQ), Sermeq Kujalleq/Jakobshavn Isbrae (SER), Kangiata Nunaata
Sermia (KNS), Sermilik/Sermilik Brae (SMK), and Helheim Gletsjer (HEL) (Table 1). Surface
air temperature data from Twentieth Century Reanalysis version 2 (20CRv2; Compo et al., 2011)
and ERA-Interim Reanalysis (ERA-I; Dee et al., 2011) were downscaled and merged from their
original horizontal resolutions to 5x5 km and topographically-adjusted using a digital elevation
model and empirical ice-sheet lapse rates as described in Hanna et al (2005, 2011). Downscaled
20CRv2 T2m series from 1873-2008 were derived from Hanna et al (2011) and the ERA-I time
series were similarly downscaled and then homogenized with the 20CRv2 product for the 1979–
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2008 overlapping period to extend the temperature records to 2013. Long-term monthly air
temperature comparisons between similarly downscaled model and station observations at Nuuk
and Tasiilaq show strong agreement (see Figure 5a,b in Hanna et al., 2005), lending confidence in
the downscaled product to capture near-coastal T2m variability. Glacier T2m, found 0-207 m asl
(Table 1), is derived at the latitude and longitude centroid within each glacier’s outlined polygon
as identified by the Randolph Glacier Inventory (Pfeffer et al., 2014). These grid points are located
in the lower ablation zone within ~50–110 km of the nearest DMI sites (Table 1). Analogous to
the CGT3 time series, a composite glacier temperature (CGLT) record is created from the
downscaled and aggregated seasonal glacier T2m values. We additionally compare variations in
the HadCRUT4 (HAD) Northern Hemisphere near-surface air temperatures (Morice et al., 2012)
against the glacier and coastal temperatures.
For three glaciers, SMQ, SER, and KNS, we analyze their long-term frontal position
records in relation to their downscaled and nearby coastal temperatures. The frontal position series
were constructed predominantly from satellite imagery, but also from evidence of Little Ice Age
moraines. Full details of the frontal position reconstructions are provided in the following
manuscripts: SMQ (Kahn et al., 2013; Andersen et al., 2014), SER (Steiger et al., 2018), and KNS
(Lea et al., 2014). In all cases, frontal positions are relative to the last date of the series.
Regional (i.e., local) climate indices that describe the prevailing North Atlantic
atmospheric circulation patterns are included in the analyses and referenced in Table 2 along with
the sea ice and SST data described below. The GBI data, derived from 20CRv2c (Compo et al.,
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2011), are obtained from NOAA ESRL PSD and describe the mean 500 hPa geopotential height
field over Greenland and adjacent marine areas from 60º–80ºN, 20º–80ºW (Hanna et al., 2016;
2018). Preliminary analyses comparing GBI time series before 1948 constructed with 20CRv2c
and the new 20CRv3 (Slivinski et al., 2019) exhibit minimal interannual difference and strong,
positive, and statistically-significant correlations in winter and autumn months (not shown). The
North Atlantic Oscillation (NAO), Scandinavian pattern (SCA), and East Atlantic pattern (EA)
time series are from Comas-Bru and Hernández (hereafter CBH; CBH 2018a,b). These series are
created by empirical orthogonal function analysis (EOF) performed on sea-level pressure fields
from five separate atmospheric reanalyses, 20CRv2c, NCEP/NCAR Reanalysis version 1 (Kalnay
et al., 1996), ERA-40 (Uppala et al., 2005), ERA-I, and ERA-20C (Poli et al., 2016), which are
then composited where the data temporally overlap (see CBH 2018a for details). To maintain
temporal consistency in the analyses, the summer monthly (JJA) EA indices are omitted as they
begin in 1900. As there are concerns with the 20CR fields during the early part of the record (e.g.,
CBH 2018a), we briefly assess the CBH NAO against the Hurrell NAO station-based index
defined as the normalized sea-level pressure (SLP) difference between Ponta Delgada, Azores and
Stykkisholmur/Reykjavik, Iceland (Hurrell, 1995). Running correlations presented in Figure S1
show strong, positive, and statistically-significant seasonal covariance between these NAO indices
for relevant seasons (r>0.65 in OND and r>0.85 in JFM). This result suggests that the CBH series
generally capture temporal fluctuations in the observed North Atlantic pressure gradient.
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Monthly sea-ice concentration (SIC; %) data on a 0.25ºx0.25º latitude-longitude grid are
obtained from National Snow and Ice Data Center (Walsh et al., 2015; 2017). Version 1.1 of the
reconstructed SIC product terminates in 2013, thereby marking our final analysis year. Grid cells
are spatially-averaged for standard marginal sea domains proximate to Greenland (Figure 1),
including the Canadian Archipelago (CAA), Hudson Bay (HUD), Baffin Bay (BAF), Labrador
Sea (LAB), Greenland Sea (GRE), Iceland Sea (ICE), and Irminger Sea (IRM) for autumn and
winter seasons.
To extend marginal sea analyses for retrospective spring and summer seasons categorized
by partial to complete open water development, SSTs are obtained for the same marginal SIC
domains. AMJ and JAS SSTs are selected from the Hadley Centre Global Sea Ice and Sea Surface
Temperature (HadISST) dataset version 1.1 (Rayner et al., 2003). The monthly SST data are
acquired at their native 1ºx1º degree grid and averaged to area-weighted seasonal values over the
marginal SIC domains. To provide a more expansive perspective on North Atlantic SSTs,
monthly, unsmoothed AMO (Enfield et al., 2001) time series are obtained from NOAA ESRL
PSD.
In our analysis of Pacific climate forcing on Greenland autumn and winter T2m, we
incorporate Niño 3.4 region (Trenberth, 1997) and PDO (Mantua et al., 1997) time series. The
Niño 3.4 SST index, from NOAA ESRL PSD, is based on area-averaged HadISST1.1 data from
5ºN–5ºS and 170–120ºW.

The PDO index, obtained from NOAA National Centers for

Environmental Information, is based on an areally-averaged anomaly map that is created by
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regressing the NOAA extended reconstruction of SST (ERSST version 4; Huang et al., 2014)
anomalies against the Mantua PDO index over the North Pacific Ocean.
2.3 Statistical Framework
To assess aspects of temperature variability with time, standard deviations are calculated
on the T2m data for select climatological periods and over the duration of the time series by
applying 3 and 11-year centered approaches. Aside from standard deviation analyses of the raw
temperatures, all climatic time series are normalized by the mean and standard deviation of the
1951–2000 period, then linearly detrended over the full length of the T2m records to emphasize
interannual relationships.
A similar principal component-regression approach to Ballinger and Rogers (2014) is used
to evaluate relationships between the ocean-ice-atmosphere series and the Greenland air
temperature records. To avoid inflated variance in the regression model due to multicollinearity
between highly correlated North Atlantic atmospheric circulation indices such as GBI and NAO
(e.g., r<-0.80 for January, February, and March; Hanna et al., 2016), and to reduce the number of
independent variables to a more interpretable predictor set, the seasonal indices (at 0, 1, and 2
season lags) are subjected to varimax rotated principal component analysis (PCA) to produce
orthogonal, uncorrelated time series. Six separate PCAs are conducted following the first year of
the station records (1873, 1890, or 1895) and respective season (autumn or winter). Across each
analysis, rotated principal components (i.e., PCs) with eigenvalues >1 are retained, and these PCs
cumulatively explain ≥73% of the variance of the original datasets.

Each PC is given an
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abbreviated name based on the seasonal index or indices that have ≥50% of their variance loaded
onto that PC (see Tables S2–S7).
The PC time series, or scores, are subsequently used as orthogonal predictor variables in
regression analyses aimed at hindcasting the long-term variability of the Greenland coastal and
glacial T2m predictands. A stepwise multiple linear regression (SMLR) model is used here, which
applies a forward selection procedure that begins by selecting the PC variable that explains the
most T2m variance. The SMLR continues to enter and retain PC variables if they explain
statistically-significant (p≤0.05) predictand variance. As the model iterates, adjusting sequentially
for n-1 degrees of freedom, the total explained variance (r2) cumulatively increases until significant
predictors are no longer identified. The null hypothesis is that the PC predictors are not related to
the T2m predictands such that the predictor coefficients are zero, which is rejected in the event
PC(s) are retained by each SMLR model. The F-ratio determines global model significance,
evaluating the probability that the null hypothesis is true across the model, while the significance
of the individual PC predictors is evaluated with a two-tailed t-test.
The temporal variability and (in)stability of select, significant predictand-predictor
relationships from the SMLR is further evaluated through running 30-year detrended Pearson’s
correlations. Wavelet coherence (Torrence and Compo, 1998; Grinsted et al., 2004) is also applied
to assess strong bivariate relations involving air temperatures and their predictors as this method
identifies covarying periodicities common amongst the time series. Statistical significance is
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calculated using a Monte Carlo approach (Grinsted et al., 2004). Additional statistical analyses
are described in the context of results.
3. Results
3.1 Air temperature variability and outlet glacier implications
Standard deviations of the T2m series are assessed for select periods in Table 3. The west
coast sites and composited temperature indices commonly show the highest variability in analyses
starting in either 1981 or 1991 with notably higher temperature spread in the winter versus autumn
months and higher magnitudes for the coastal compared to the glacial sites. The largest standard
deviations are found at UPE, NUK, and CGT3 during both seasons over the 1981–2010 period,
while ILU (σ=4.95) and NAR (σ=3.76) saw the highest winter values over the same period. The
HAD series similarly show the highest autumn and winter variability during 1981–2010, though
with much smaller values compared to the land and glacial sites. From 1991–2013, the glacier air
temperature variability in both seasons increased as the highest values occurred at SER, SMK,
KNS, and HEL (tied with autumn 1901–1930), and for the CGLT series.
Higher variability at the coastal stations versus the glacier sites is apparent when comparing
the running 3 and 11-year standard deviation plots in Figure 2a,c and Figure 2b,d. Increased
temperature variability is notable in the autumn period from 1900 to 1920, then is consistently
between 1.5 and 3σ for the west Greenland stations from the 1980s onward (Figure 2a). Autumn
glacier temperatures exhibit a decrease from the late 1800s to early 1900s, then variability
increases much like the nearby coastal sites from the 1900 to 1920 period with consistent (sub-)
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decadal temperature fluctuations (Figure 2b). There are some sub-decadal extremes seen at the
winter coastal stations in the late 18th century and between 1910 and 1920, but overall the decadal
patterns from the 11-year running standard deviations suggest decreasing variability until roughly
1955, followed by a strong increase in variability to the mid-1980s at the west coast locations (to
~4–6σ; Figure 2c). Highly variable values during the 1981–2010 period capture these patterns
(Table 3). The standard deviations slightly decrease thereafter, although they show decadal
signatures that are comparable in magnitude to earlier periods (1890s and 1910s) before leveling
off around 2000. Winter glacier temperature variability is relatively consistent, fluctuating around
1.5–2.5σ, until the early 2000s when the decadal variability tends to rise above previous years
(Figure 2d), hence the high 1991–2013 period values previously discussed (Table 3).
As mentioned in Section 1, increasing cold-season air temperature variability and higher
winter temperatures have several implications for Greenland’s near-coastal environments.
Focusing on autumn (OND) temperatures, no clear trend is apparent during the 1990s and 2000s
(Figure 3). However, peak autumn T2m glacier air temperatures for the entire time series occurred
during the 2000s, namely in 2009 at UPE (4.2σ above the 1951–2000 mean), in 2010 at SER
(4.6σ), and KNS (3.7σ; Figure 3). Furthermore, autumn T2m temperature variability was highest
at all locations except SMQ during the period 1991-2013 (Table 3). Higher absolute temperatures
and higher temperature variability (Table 3) in the winter months (r>0.99, p<0.05 for raw versus
detrended JFM T2m from 1991–2013) could impact terminus retreat rates. Thus, we compare
winter temperatures and their variability to the long-term terminus positions for select glaciers
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located proximal to meteorological stations with long-term records. Recent positive trends in
winter temperatures from the mid-1990s (SMQ and KNS) and from ~2000 (SER) coincided with
strong glacier retreat until the end of the study period (Figure 3). The period from 1991–2013
was also characterized by enhanced winter air temperature variability at the glaciers (Table 3;
Figure 3). At UPE and SER, an earlier period of sustained retreat occurred between the mid1930s and late 1950s, which coincided with a series of above-average winter temperatures (Figure
3). Taken together, this evidence suggests a correspondence and potential preconditioning effect
of winter temperature trends and variability on subsequent glacier frontal position.

The

relationship to autumn temperatures is less clear, although our data suggest that enhanced autumn
variability may coincide with recent rapid retreat (Figure 3; Table 3). While this analysis
implicates cold-season air temperature effects on glacier termini, preceding summer air
temperatures and melt processes are also known to play an important role in driving terminus
changes (e.g., Catania et al., 2020).
3.2 Local predictive modes of air temperature changes
We holistically examine regional marine and atmospheric variables related to the
Greenland long-term cold-season air temperature variations through multiple regression analyses.
Along the x-axis of each plot in Figures 4-5, the predictor components are listed sequentially based
on their respective PCA and follow the abbreviations provided in Tables S2–S7. West coast and
south Greenland coastal and ice areas in autumn have at least 40% of their long-term T2m variance
explained by the predictor sets (Figure 4a–d). Glacial T2m at these four sites shows a consistent
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total variance range (r2=59–67%) compared to the wider spread of the land sites (r2=42–58%). In
terms of the local glacier-land station pairs, with the exception of NUK relative to KNS (3% less
explained variance), the predictors explain at least 13% more variance in the ablation areas versus
the coastal tundra sites. This relationship is flipped on the east coast where predictor-explained
TAS variance exceeds that of HEL by 13%.
Across the south/west sites and composite records (Figures 4a–d,f), the primary predictor
accounting for most of the total variance in each regression model is the autumn GBI-NAO
component (GBIau). Variations in this atmospheric circulation component explain 21–40% of the
overall station variance and ~46–49% of the glacier temperature variability with smaller amounts
of variance consistently accounted for by positive correlation with the AMO autumn, summer,
spring component (AMOau,su,sp) and an anticorrelation with the BAF, CAA, HUD, LAB autumn
SIC component (BAF-Iau; r2≤12%; Figures 4a–d). In contrast, TAS autumn T2m is predominately
explained by the AMOau,su,sp component (r2=17%) followed by small residual amounts of variance
accounted for by BAF, CAA, HUD, and LAB autumn SIC component (BAF-Iau), GRE summer
and spring SIC component (GRE-Ssu,sp), and the SCA spring component (SCAsp), while no single
predictor explains more than 9% (i.e., GBIau) of the variance at HEL (Figure 4e).
Similar to autumn results, the winter regression models show a distinct pattern of stronger
local marine and atmospheric associations with air temperature on the island’s west/south
periphery. There is at least a 25% decrease in model-explained variance between the NUK and
NAR (r2 = 69% and 68%, respectively) and ILU and UPE to the north with only a 4% difference
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between the latter two locations (Figure 5a–d). At these sites the predictor variables also more
robustly explain the glacial versus the land T2m with an increase in cumulative model variance
moving southward along the coast from SMQ (r2=46%) to SMK (r2=62%). Land versus glacier
differences in the total winter variance tend to be much less compared to autumn analyses (within
±8%). For the east Greenland locations, the predictors cumulatively account for only a fraction of
TAS and HEL temperature variability relative to the variance explained in the south/west sites
(Figure 5e).
Much like the autumn regression analyses, the GBI-NAO winter component (GBIwi)
presents a robust and consistently strong association with the long-term winter air temperatures in
the south and west of the island (Figure 5a–d,f). A wide range of seasonal variance is explained
by this predictor at the south and west land sites as GBIwi explains 26% of the UPE winter variance
to 52% of the variance at NAR and SMK. At NUK, BAF and LAB winter SIC component (BAFIwi) represents the only site with double-digit explained predictor variance (r2=11%) in addition to
GBI (Figure 5d). Moreover, the BAF, CAA, HUD, and LAB autumn SIC component (BAF-Iau)
at UPE, SMQ, ILU, and SER, the BAF-Iwi component at NUK and KNS, and the BAF autumn and
winter, CAA autumn, HUD autumn, and LAB autumn and winter SIC component (BAF-Iau,wi) for
HEL, CGT3, and CGLT explain the second-most winter T2m variance behind the GBI component
(Figure 5). The AMOwi,au,su predictor explains the most variance of any single predictor at TAS
(r2=8%), while the GBIwi component explains 14% of the variance at HEL with smaller residual
contributions (Figure 5e). For autumn and winter analyses, the GBI component tends to have
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positive and statistically-significant regression coefficients. While the magnitude of the regression
coefficients for each equation are not listed, most (except for UPE autumn, b=0.47) exceed +0.50,
and are particularly high at SMK and KNS (b≥+0.65 for autumn and winter). These findings
suggest that the south/westernmost glacier air temperatures are particularly sensitive to long-term
regional atmospheric circulation forcing as 1°C increases in land and glacier air temperatures are
accompanied by a GBI change of at least 0.5σ.
While the interannual to interdecadal predictability of the regression models is not tested
in depth, such as by iteratively running each model forward by one year from the beginning of
their records or for select sub-periods as with the standard deviation analyses in Section 3.1, a
summary of model predictive skill is briefly described here as it relates to their residual time series.
Of note, the residuals are relatively homoscedastic, fluctuating between ±1.5°C across the model,
but show an even tighter dispersion during the eras of highest T2m variability: 1901–1930 and
sub-periods from 1981 to 2013, where they are consistently between ±1°C. Averaged across the
glacier and land air temperature models for these periods, the residual mean for the 1901–1930
period is 0.18°C during autumn and winter, while the 1981–2013 average is -0.04°C for autumn
and -0.07°C for winter (not shown). Such small residuals during these periods suggest that yearto-year changes in the local variables, led by the GBI, reasonably account for multidecadal air
temperature extremes around coastal Greenland.
3.3 Assessing the time-varying consistency of Greenland blocking on air temperature
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Given the consistent appearance of the GBI component as a leading predictor in the longterm T2 models as shown in the previous section, we look to further isolate its seasonal
covariability with T2m over the duration of their records. To assess (in)stability in the GBI-T2m
multidecadal relationships, 30-year running detrended correlations are calculated for autumn and
winter (Figures 6-7). These plots represent the end year of correlation analyses such that a
coefficient in 2013, for example, reflects the correlation over the 1984–2013 period.
Substantial amounts of GBI predictor explained variance described in Section 3.2 are
supported by the consistent, positive, and statistically-significant (r>|0.36|) autumn relationships
between the GBI component and the majority of the T2m records (Figure 6a). Many of the
correlations are strong (r>0.70) until 1910, during the middle portion of the records spanning
roughly the 1950s to 1970s, and toward the end of study period (e.g., years spanning the late 1970s
and early 1980s until the 2010s). KNS-GBI correlations are noticeably high throughout the record,
especially for 30-year periods ending between 1925 and 1980 (r≥0.69). NUK-GBI correlations
are similarly strong (r≥0.64) between 1940 and 1980. ILU-GBI correlations are insignificant for
periods concluding between ~1910 and 1935, while UPE-GBI correlations also become
insignificant between 1910 and 1945, before becoming consistently significant thereafter and
conforming to a similar running correlation pattern as the other west/south sites. For periods
ending in 1930-1965, HEL-GBI relationships are primarily significant and comparable in the
1940s to many of the south/west sites in terms of magnitude. For periods ending in 1950 to 1980,
the HEL and TAS values decline, the latter switching phase and becoming anti-correlated with
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GBI, consistent with the other T2m-GBI relations before exhibiting increased strength toward the
end of the record.
Running correlations between winter T2m and GBI tend to be higher and more consistently
significant across the data records than their autumn counterparts (Figure 6b). Aside from periods
of insignificant correlations (e.g., UPE in the mid-1920s to mid-1930s and again during the 1970s
and ILU in the 1920s and 1930s), the bivariate relationships are statistically significant across the
south and west sites and tend to fluctuate between r=0.50 and r=0.80 at most locations. HEL and
TAS relationships with the winter GBI component conversely show predominantly negative,
insignificant correlations until becoming significant for years ending between the mid-1990s to
early-2000s (e.g., HEL (TAS) r≤-0.42 from 1996 (2001) to 2013). Notably, the CGT3 and CGLT
covariability with GBI is consistently negative and overwhelmingly significant over of the analysis
period. This is quite striking given that only TAS and HEL sites are negatively correlated with
GBI, and the correlations with the south/west sites are consistently positive and above the
significance threshold cutoff. Muted TAS and HEL T2m variability relative to the other sites
(Figure 2; Table 3) and weak, long-term responses to GBI may represent factors strongly
weighting the sign of the correlations involving composite temperatures and GBI.
While associations between GBI and T2m tend to be strong through time, the regression
analyses in Section 3.2 also suggest that local sea-ice changes impact T2m variability. Moreover,
the BAF SIC component is the most common secondary SMLR model predictor in both seasons
(e.g., 2nd predictor in 7 (9) models of autumn (winter) T2m). Running correlations between
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temperatures and the sea-ice reveal unstable and rather inconsistent relations through time.
However, there is a strong, downward relationship characterized by negative and significant
correlations, particularly in autumn, that emerges at several sites beginning in the early 1980s
(Figure 7).
Despite consistency in the sign and broad statistical significance in the T2m and GBI
correlations, there is some temporal variability in the coefficients’ magnitudes, perhaps due to low
frequency changes in the GBI as with the T2m data (Section 3.1), which is further investigated
here through wavelet coherence analysis. Wavelet coherence is broadly in-phase throughout the
plots. In autumn, the greatest coherence tends to be at periods of ≤8 years at the west/south sites
notably around years beginning 1920, 1950, and 1980 (Figure 8a–h). An in-phase 16-year
periodicity in common coherence is also noted in the composite temperature records that is roughly
centered on 1940 and appears consistent in the glacier records between 1900 and 1980 (Figure
8k,l). In winter wavelet coherence analyses centered on 1920, there are some GBI-temperature
associations at short periods (<4 years), otherwise a gap exists here in significant 4–8 year
periodicities that corresponds to a time window of relatively weak running correlations (Figure
9a–l). Except at UPE, 16–32 year coherence is noted between 1920–1970 though these longer
periodicities extend well into the cone of influence (COI), which is shown as semi-transparent in
the figures. These results should be interpreted with caution due to the influence of edge effects
(Grinsted et al., 2004; Figure 9b–h,k,l). HEL and TAS in both seasons differ from the other sites
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and exhibit overall limited wavelet coherence with some sparse anti-phase associations in line with
weak GBI-NAO forcing on the east relative to south/west coasts.
3.4 Do (extra)tropical Pacific teleconnections modify local forcing of air temperatures?
Given evidence of Pacific SST linkages with northeastern Canada and Greenland summer
and annual air temperatures through regional atmospheric forcing (i.e., GBI/NAO; Ding et al.,
2014, 2019; Bonan and Blanchard-Wrigglesworth, 2020), we evaluate whether (sub)tropical
forcing modifies the local environmental and climate influences on Greenland cold-season T2m
variability. We test for such relationships using similar methods as in Section 3.2; the PCA and
SMLR models are re-run incorporating tropical Pacific indices (ENSO and/or PDO) and the total
model-explained variance is then compared to that obtained by the local variables to determine the
absolute change and thus the potential impact of (sub)tropical SSTs on the air temperatures (Table
4).
The addition of Niño 3.4 yields negligible change in autumn model explained variance (4% at UPE to 0% for five sites including CGLT) except for CGT3 where total variance is reduced
by 6%. The results are more substantial for winter as the inclusion of the Niño index decreases
the explained variance across all sites (i.e., -1% at KNS to -10% at SMQ). Except for KNS, a
more severe reduction in variance is noted for the glacier than land-based sites in the south/west
areas. In contrast to Niño, the PDO index prompts an increase in model-explained autumn variance
at over half the sites (n=7), particularly on the east coast where TAS and HEL variance increases
by 8%. A similar number of sites observe variance increases by adding PDO winter to the model,
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though the absolute changes are smaller at +1–3% relative to PDO autumn. The combined
influence of Niño and PDO indices on T2m is also evaluated in similar fashion. Through the
rotated PCA procedure, the concurrent and two preceding seasonal indices of each teleconnection
tend to load onto their own component (e.g., PDOwi,au,su for the 1873-2013 regression analysis; not
shown). Overall changes in explained variance are quite different between the autumn and winter
regression model runs. For autumn, the variance increases at nine sites, including CGLT, ranging
from 1% (several sites) to 4% at ILU. Meanwhile the winter changes are of opposite magnitude
as the addition of both (sub)tropical indices yields a decline in variance at eight sites (from -2% at
UPE and NAR to -5% at SMK) and no change at three others. None of the variance changes,
however, are statistically significant (Table 4).
Notably, the inclusion of PDO tends to bolster the predictability of Greenland T2m (Table
4). This occurs by increasing the variance of individual predictors common between the models
that are run with and without (extra)tropical forcing (some examples include GBI and AMO
components; but this analysis, which is analogous to Section 3.2, is not shown). Interestingly, the
PDO component is not a consistent individual predictor of T2m within the models, suggesting
instead that the total variance increases may be indirectly attributed to the North Pacific
background climate state - as described in part by the PDO phase - which amplifies the local iceocean-atmosphere processes and feedbacks modulating Greenland coastal air temperatures.
4. Discussion
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Our results indicate that autumn and winter North Atlantic Arctic atmospheric variability
during the last century has a clear footprint in the long-term, cold-season Greenland air temperature
records found along its south and west coast (i.e., UPE-SMQ, ILU-SER, NAR-SMK, and NUKKNS). The consistency of the seasonally-contemporaneous Greenland blocking signal in the
autumn and winter air temperatures is striking. When temporally deconstructed, the running
correlation and wavelet analyses herein show that in-phase T2m-circulation coupling tends to be
strongest over decadal periods of known extremes in both parameters within the early and middle
20th and late 20th/early 21st centuries. For instance, the decades of the 1960s and 2000s saw
increased wintertime occurrence of warm air temperature extremes along west Greenland land
areas (Mernild et al., 2014) and above-average incidence of anomalous Greenland blocking
patterns (e.g., daily counts and seasonal mean values where GBI≥1σ; Hanna et al., 2015, 2018).
Moreover, we find the winter air temperature response to overlying mid-tropospheric flow to more
strongly project through time in the ablation areas versus terrestrial sites, notably at KNS and to a
lesser extent at SER and SMQ to the north that may reflect an absence of marine effects further
inland.
Our data demonstrate that accelerated terminus retreat at our study glaciers from the mid1990s onwards coincided with a period of both higher and more variable winter air temperatures
(Figure 3). The influence of winter air temperatures on Greenland outlet glacier retreat has not
previously been assessed, but recent studies have highlighted the importance of winter ice motion
for modulating interannual glacier velocities (e.g., Sole et al., 2013) and winter storage of
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meltwater in firn (Forster et al., 2014) and at the glacier bed (Chu et al., 2016), hinting that winter
conditions may be important for understanding Greenland’s response to climate change. A
detailed analysis of the potential mechanisms linking winter temperatures and glacier frontal
position is beyond the scope of this paper and would require assessment at a broader number of
study glaciers, to determine whether the relationship was pervasive. This should also be assessed
in relation to air temperatures during the previous summer/spring, to determine the relative
importance of air temperature changes in each season and the impact of antecedent conditions,
which in turn would provide insight into the mechanisms by which air temperatures impact glacier
frontal position. Here we offer a number of potential explanations for the observed relationship
between frontal position and winter temperatures, which can be explored by future work. First,
warmer and more variable winter temperatures could delay the formation of and/or result in a
weaker ice mélange, which could in turn allow calving to continue later into the year and facilitate
retreat (e.g., Sohn et al., 1998; Carr et al., 2013; Moon et al., 2015; Carr et al., 2017). Alternatively,
higher temperatures in winter might result in increased water storage within firn layers (Forster et
al., 2014) and/or crevasses, which could weaken near-terminus ice and facilitate increased calving,
and hence glacier retreat. Finally, the sub-polar North Atlantic has warmed since the mid-1990s,
which has been partly linked to changes in local atmospheric indices, and summer temperatures
have also increased (e.g., Straneo and Heimbach, 2013). Thus, it may be that observed glacier
retreat is a response to higher ocean temperatures and/or warmer summer air temperatures that
have resulted from the same changes in the atmospheric conditions that are also driving higher and
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more variable winter temperatures. With the available data, we cannot differentiate between these
explanations, but the linkages between winter temperatures and glacier retreat warrants further
investigation given the apparent correspondence between these variables (Figure 3; Table 3).
Regional ocean-atmosphere forcing tends to provide small residual predictability
(r2<~10%) relative to GBI, often from multiple-season AMO and lag-0 (-1) season BAF SIC
autumn (winter) components (Figures 3-4). The small residual variance captured by these
predictors over the period-long analyses does not preclude their multidecadal temperature
influence. Instead, variations in BAF SIC components offer limited long-term predictability, but
emerge around mid-century and couple with increased autumn and winter Greenland blocking
events to regulate the west Greenland air temperatures (Figures 6-7). During the satellite-era,
Ballinger et al (2018) corroborates these autumn (SOND) relationships, noting significant,
bivariate detrended correlations between Baffin freeze onset dates and GBI and south/west
Greenland coastal air temperatures (r=0.50–0.70 and 0.65–0.85, respectively). Recent (1990–
2010) near-coastal 2Barrel (northwest Greenland) ice-core reconstructions by Osterberg et al
(2015) identify an October and November Baffin SIC signal comparable to that found by Ballinger
et al (2018) for clustered west coast sites between ~67–69°N. Through running correlation
analyses, we show most south and west cold-season temperatures by the end of study period in
2013 are correlated with GBI at r>0.60 by 2013 (Figure 6), while most (several) autumn (winter)
temperatures similarly show significant negative covariance with BAF SIC components beginning
in the early 1980s and strengthening through time (Figure 7).
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In contrast to the first half of the temperature records which encompass the early 20th
century Arctic warm period, greater sensitivity of the coastal land and glacier ablation areas to
atmospheric dynamics and to a lesser extent local sea ice conditions (represented through seasonal
SIC) from the mid-20th century onward suggests the possible emergence of an open water-heat
flux feedback that affects cold-season temperatures (Figures 6-7). The climatological ocean-toatmosphere heat flux for the Baffin-Canadian Archipelago region increases with the magnitude of
the vertical air temperature gradient from August to February (Screen, 2017). However, satelliteera lengthening of the region’s melt season due to both earlier melt onset and later freeze-up
(Stroeve and Notz, 2018) affects the timing and, depending on cloud conditions, can exacerbate
the intensity of turbulent heat transfer to the overlying troposphere. Increases in the geopotential
heights can ensue, supporting an anticyclonic circulation pattern that transports locally-derived
sensible and latent heat onto the island’s west coast. Another plausible link between the circulation
anomalies and air temperatures is that periods of high GBI values tend to be characterized by a
strong barotropic, tropospheric high-pressure anomaly over Greenland, which favors strong
subsidence and adiabatic warming of the lower troposphere and surface (Rowley et al., 2019). The
stronger correlation between Greenland T2m and GBI, compared to AMO and local sea ice, during
autumn and winter suggests that surface temperature variability over Greenland in the cold season
is more sensitive to the top-down atmospheric adiabatic processes rather than bottom-up oceandriven change (Ding et al., 2014).
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Potentially, a combination of these dynamic and thermodynamic processes play a role in
contributing to the near-surface air temperature warming focused in the west/south edge of
Greenland that is captured in both climate model and observationally-based analyses (Screen 2017;
Ballinger et al., 2018; Pedersen and Christensen 2019). Of note, the local sea ice influence on air
temperatures tends to be confined to low-elevation areas due to mesoscale wind features, such as
katabatic flows, that frequently prevent the penetration of turbulent heat from the local marine
environment upslope past the lower ablation zone (Ballinger et al., 2019). In addition to GBI and
local oceanic mechanisms, atmospheric river frequency and intensity (Mattingly et al., 2018) and
local storm activity (Lewis et al., 2019; Oltmanns et al., 2019) within the coastal areas represent a
couple of the energy balance-related factors not explicitly integrated into our statistical models
that likely contribute some residual temperature variance and precondition the ice sheet and
peripheral glaciers for the subsequent melt season.
Additionally, statistical model iterations that include North Pacific SSTs (i.e., PDO) tend
to amplify the regional ocean-atmosphere signals in the air temperatures. The influence of the
PDO teleconnection manifests by increasing the total explained temperature variance often by
inflating the GBI, AMO, and BAF SIC component predictors (not shown). The negative phase of
the PDO, which occurs in 60% of autumn and 62% of winter seasons between 1873-2012, tends
to produce a ~+0.5–1°C lower tropospheric winter (DJF) temperature anomaly pattern over
Greenland (Screen and Francis, 2016). Under negative PDO, prevailing warm, southerly winds
through the Pacific and Atlantic Arctic produce geopotential height increases through the depth of
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the troposphere north of 70°N. The effects of the PDO background state combined with increased
Rossby wave activity and affiliated moisture incursions into the Arctic since the early 1990s
strongly influence cold-season sea ice loss and amplify the GBI through two-way oceanatmosphere interactions (Gong et al., 2017; Hanna et al., 2018).
5. Conclusions
We identify a relatively sustained and statistically-significant connection between
observed and model-downscaled Greenland autumn and winter air temperatures and the overlying,
seasonally-concurrent blocking circulation pattern (i.e., GBI-NAO component). This pattern
represents a primary, consistent control of air temperatures spanning Upernavik (UPE) to
Narsarsuaq (NAR), with high predictability of glacier temperatures in the nearby ice sheet ablation
zones (r2≥37%). Contemporaneous and lagged Baffin sea ice conditions, and to a lesser extent
AMO, play a smaller long-term role in temperature predictability, though emerge as significant
covariates with air temperature in recent decades characterized by massive sea ice losses
throughout the annual cycle. The addition of PDO enhances air temperature predictability over
the long-term by increasing the variance of existing predictors (e.g., GBI, AMO, and BAF-I) likely
through modulating Arctic air temperature-tropospheric pressure relations (e.g., negative PDO is
linked with higher air temperatures and geopotential heights).

Furthermore, our analyses

demonstrate the coincidence between the onset of accelerated retreat from the mid-1990s at our
study glaciers and both higher and more variable winter air temperatures which warrants further
investigation. This was also a period of warmer summer temperatures, so further research is
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required to determine the relative importance of the temperatures in different seasons and the
mechanisms by which they drive glacier retreat, e.g. summer air temperatures may enhance melt,
whilst winter air temperatures may impact sea ice conditions and hence buttressing on the glacier
termini.
Beyond attribution of autumn and winter air temperature variability, there has been an
increase in Greenland cold-season snow and glacial ice melt events due to weather extremes
(Oltmanns et al., 2019). Despite a shift in the frequency distribution of thaw conditions against
background climate warming, there is uncertainty as to what extent persistent cold-season local
ocean-atmosphere conditions and associated snow accumulation and cold content development act
as preconditioning factors for the subsequent spring/summer melt season. Therefore, continued
efforts to monitor cold-season climate forcing and feedbacks related to Greenland surface air
temperatures and their preparatory role in warm-season cryospheric processes may be important
to attaining more complete understanding of the island’s evolving coastal and ice sheet climate.
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Tables
T2m Sites (WMO #)

Abbreviation

Elevation
(m)

Upernavikl (04211)

UPE

126

Distance to the coast/
nearest T2m land site
(km)
0.28

Sermeq/
Upernavik Isstrømg
Ilulissatl (04221)

SMQ

120

10.95/61.11

ILU

29

1.58

Sermeq Kujalleq/
Jakobshavn Isbraeg
Nuukl (04250)

SER

0

14.49/50.93

NUK

80

0.25

KNS

102

2.65/107.31

Kangiata Nunaata
Sermiag
Narsarsuaq (04270)/
Ivittuutl (34262)
Sermilik/Sermilik Braeg

NAR

27

1.42

SMK

0

3.77/90.62

Tasiilaql (04360)

TAS

53

1.06

Helheim Gletsjerg

HEL

207

6.50/92.78

Coordinates

Starting
Year

72.78°N,
56.13°W
72.84°N,
54.28°W
69.23°N,
51.07°W
69.18°N,
49.80°W
64.17°N,
51.75°W
64.30°N,
49.61°W
61.17°N,
45.42°W
60.98°N,
46.99°W
65.60°N,
37.63°W
66.37°N,
38.31°W

1873
1873
1873
1873
1890
1890
1873
1873
1895
1895

Table 1 Manual/station-derived land and statistically-downscaled glacier two-meter air
temperature (T2m) site details (Hanna et al., 2005; 2011; Cappelen, 2014, 2020). Greenland Ice
Sheet (GrIS) naming conventions are listed as official name/foreign name where both exist
following Bjork et al. (2015), otherwise only the official name is listed. Superscript classification
indicates sites on land (l) or glaciers attached to the Greenland Ice Sheet (g). Glacier centroid
coordinates follow Pfeffer et al (2014). Glacier centroid elevations are taken from the ice surface
layer in BedMachine3 (Morlighem et al., 2017).
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Regional Ocean-Ice-Atmosphere Indices

Seasons

Source

Canadian Archipelago (CAA), Hudson (HUD), Baffin (BAF);
Labrador (LAB); Greenland (GRE); Iceland (ICE); Irminger (IRM)
SST
CAA, HUD, BAF, LAB, GRE, ICE, IRM SIC

AMJ, JAS

Rayner et al. (2003)

JFM, OND

Walsh et al. (2017)

Greenland Blocking (GBI)

JFM, AMJ,
JAS, OND
JFM, AMJ,
JAS, OND
JFM, OND

Hanna et al. (2016)

North Atlantic Oscillation (NAO)
East Atlantic Pattern (EA)
Scandinavian Pattern (SCA)
Atlantic Multidecadal Oscillation (AMO)

JFM, AMJ,
JAS, OND
JFM, AMJ,
JAS, OND

Comas-Bru and
Hernández (2018)
Comas-Bru and
Hernández (2018)
Comas-Bru and
Hernández (2018)
Enfield et al. (2001)

Table 2 The list of North Atlantic ocean-ice-atmosphere indices, reduced through principal
components analysis, and then used in multiple regression analyses. Seasons of index use in the
statistical analyses and their sources are also shown. Autumn (OND) air temperatures are
regressed against contemporaneous (OND) and previous summer (JAS) and spring (AMJ) indices,
while winter (JFM) air temperatures are regressed against JFM and lagged OND and JAS indices.
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Site
UPE
SMQ
ILU
SER
NAR
SMK
NUK
KNS
TAS
HEL
CGT3
CGLT
HAD

Season

Full Period

OND
JFM
OND
JFM
OND
JFM
OND
JFM
OND
JFM
OND
JFM
OND
JFM
OND
JFM
OND
JFM
OND
JFM
OND
JFM
OND
JFM
OND
JFM

2.34
3.62
1.53
2.06
1.91
4.18
1.56
2.01
1.80
2.83
1.20
1.43
1.47
2.50
1.56
2.03
1.47
2.09
1.27
1.44
1.53
2.75
1.27
1.69
0.39
0.35

1901–1930
2.29
3.78
1.02
1.62
1.93
4.19
1.23
1.78
1.49
2.41
0.81
1.20
1.42
2.36
1.21
1.91
1.52
2.54
1.31
1.38
1.50
2.79
1.01
1.53
0.22
0.20

1921–1950
1.56
3.66
1.29
1.85
1.62
3.47
1.29
1.80
1.60
2.25
0.88
1.27
1.25
2.23
1.38
1.90
1.20
1.76
1.25
1.41
1.25
2.36
1.08
1.51
0.21
0.15

1941–1970
1.87
2.82
1.43
1.97
1.65
2.89
1.61
1.77
1.68
1.53
1.10
1.02
1.41
1.75
1.65
1.69
1.38
1.72
1.18
1.35
1.35
1.73
1.25
1.42
0.19
0.15

1961–1990
2.04
3.68
1.48
2.21
1.58
4.44
1.48
2.05
1.78
3.68
1.03
1.36
1.23
2.97
1.50
2.09
1.16
1.97
1.27
1.45
1.28
3.00
1.20
1.68
0.25
0.19

1981–2010
2.50
3.99
1.88
2.41
1.73
4.95
1.87
2.75
2.05
3.76
1.58
2.06
1.57
3.13
1.78
2.54
1.23
2.01
1.28
1.63
1.63
3.39
1.54
2.14
0.28
0.31

1991–2013
2.04
3.51
1.85
2.51
1.55
4.20
1.94
2.97
2.14
3.15
1.75
2.31
1.45
2.57
1.87
2.55
1.07
1.72
1.31
1.71
1.52
2.88
1.60
2.25
0.19
0.26

Table 3 Standard deviations (σ) of T2m autumn (OND) and winter (JFM) for the full study period
(1873–2013) and select sub-periods. The highest sub-period σ values for each location are shown
in bold and second highest are shown in italics. Global T2m from HADCRUT4 (HAD) are also
included for comparison.
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Location

UPE
SMQ
ILU
SER
NAR
SMK
NUK
KNS
TAS
HEL
CGT3
CGLT

Niño 3.4
OND ∆r2

Niño 3.4
JFM ∆r2

PDO OND
∆r2

PDO JFM
∆r2

-4
-1
-1
-3
-1
0
-2
0
0
0
-6
0

-3
-10
-4
-6
-5
-7
-4
-1
-4
-4
-3
-4

+3
+1
+4
-1
+2
-1
0
0
+8
+8
-2
+1

+3
-1
+2
+1
+2
0
-1
0
+1
+3
+3
+3

Niño 3.4
& PDO
OND ∆r2
+1
+1
+4
+1
+2
+3
-2
+1
+4
+1
-2
-2

Niño 3.4
& PDO
JFM ∆r2
-2
-4
-3
-3
-2
-5
-3
-3
0
0
+3
0

Table 4 Absolute change in the SMLR explained variance (%) between models with only local
North Atlantic predictors (here referenced as NAT, as shown in Figures 4 and 5) and models that
also include one or both Pacific climate indices (e.g., SMLRNATL+PDO r2 minus SMLRNATL r2). An
F-test is applied under the null hypothesis that the residuals produced from these disparate model
runs have equal variance. Across all of these tests, we fail to reject the null hypothesis of equal
variance, indicating there are not statistically significant (p≤0.05) residual differences between the
models with and without Pacific climate indices.
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Figures

Figure 1 Study area map with circles (diamonds) marking the Greenland coastal (outlet glacier
positions) where T2m measurements are obtained. Black polygons outline the marginal SIC and
SST regions used in the analysis.
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Figure 2 Running 3-year (dashed) and 11-year (solid) standard deviations of autumn Greenland
station and glacier time series (a,b) and winter station and glacier time series (c,d). The Northern
Hemisphere air temperature series from HADCRUT4 (HAD) is overlaid for reference.
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Figure 3 Normalized autumn (OND) and winter (JFM) T2m for Upernavik (UPE) and Sermeq
(SMQ) (a,b), Ilulissat (ILU) and Sermeq Kujalleq (SER) (c,d), and Nuuk (NUK) and Kangiaata
Nunaata Sermia (KNS) (e,f). Glacier frontal position changes (in km) from multiple observational
data sources are also shown (black line) relative to the first available frontal position (e.g., + =
advance, - = retreat).
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Figure 4 SMLR model-explained variance (r2; %) of seasonal ocean, ice, and atmosphere PC
predictors of autumn (OND) Greenland air temperature variability for nearby coastal and glacier
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pairs a) Upernavik (UPE) and Sermeq (SER), b) Ilulissat (ILU) and Sermeq Kujalleq (SER), c)
Narsarsuaq (NAR) and Sermilik (SMK), d) Nuuk (NUK) and Kangiata Nunaata Sermia (KNS), e)
Tasiilaq (TAS) and Helheim (HEL), and f) Composite Greenland Temperature (CGT3) and
Composite Glacier Temperature (CGLT) for full periods of record. Solid (striped) bars represent
positive (negative) regression coefficients. Cumulative explained variance is listed in the top left
of each plot. Complete descriptions of the x-axis PC predictors are found in Tables S2–S4.
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Figure 5 SMLR model-explained variance (r2; %) of seasonal ocean, ice, and atmosphere PC
predictors of winter (OND) Greenland air temperature variability for nearby coastal and glacier
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pairs a) Upernavik (UPE) and Sermeq (SER), b) Ilulissat (ILU) and Sermeq Kujalleq (SER), c)
Narsarsuaq (NAR) and Sermilik (SMK), d) Nuuk (NUK) and Kangiata Nunaata Sermia (KNS), e)
Tasiilaq (TAS) and Helheim (HEL), and f) Composite Greenland Temperature (CGT3) and
Composite Glacier Temperature (CGLT) for full periods of record. Solid (striped) bars represent
positive (negative) regression coefficients. Cumulative explained variance is listed in the top left
of each plot. Complete descriptions of the x-axis PC predictors are found in Tables S5–S7.
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Figure 6 Running 30-year detrended Pearson correlations between the GBI component time
series, and the T2m values for a) OND and b) JFM. Except for TAS, parallel season GBI (with
NAO) represents the leading PC predictor (see methods for description). Statistically-significant
coefficients (for n-2 degrees of freedom; p≤0.05) measured over discrete 30-year periods are
marked by a dashed line where r>|0.36|. The initial coefficient for UPE versus GBI JFM in 1902
(r=+0.56), for instance, represents a correlation spanning 1873–1902.
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Figure 7 Running 30-year detrended Pearson correlations between the Baffin (BAF) component
sea-ice time series, and the T2m values for a) OND and b) JFM. Statistically-significant
coefficients (for n-2 degrees of freedom; p≤0.05) measured over discrete 30-year periods are
marked by a dashed line where r>|0.36|. The initial coefficient for UPE versus GBI JFM in 1902
(r=-0.16), for instance, represents a correlation spanning 1873–1902.
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Figure 8 Wavelet coherence between the autumn GBI PC and T2m from a) Upernavik (UPE), b)
Sermeq (SMQ), c) Ilulissat (ILU), d) Sermeq Kujalleq (SER), e) Narsarsuaq (NAR), f) Sermilik
(SMK), g) Nuuk (NUK), h) Kangiata Nunaata Sermia (KNS), i) Tasiilaq (TAS), j) Helheim (HEL),
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k) Composite Greenland Temperature 3 (CGT3), and l) Composite Glacier Temperature (CGLT).
Statistically-significant periodicities (p≤0.05) are shown by contoured areas. The COI is semitransparent. Phase relationships are shown by the arrows: right-pointing (in-phase); left-pointing
(anti-phase); up (temperature lags circulation by 90°); down (temperature leads circulation
by 90°). Up and down arrows can also be interpreted as a lead (lag) of 270°.
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Figure 9 Wavelet coherence between the winter GBI PC and T2m from a) Upernavik (UPE), b)
Sermeq (SMQ), c) Ilulissat (ILU), d) Sermeq Kujalleq (SER), e) Narsarsuaq (NAR), f) Sermilik
(SMK), g) Nuuk (NUK), h) Kangiata Nunaata Sermia (KNS), i) Tasiilaq (TAS), j) Helheim (HEL),
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k) Composite Greenland Temperature 3 (CGT3), and l) Composite Glacier Temperature (CGLT).
Statistically-significant periodicities (p≤0.05) are shown by contoured areas. The COI is semitransparent. Phase relationships are shown by the arrows: right-pointing (in-phase); left-pointing
(anti-phase); up (temperature lags circulation by 90°); down (temperature leads circulation by 90°).
Up and down arrows can also be interpreted as a lead (lag) of 270°.
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